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About “The Ingénue”
“The Ingénue” is the first in the original
poetry series, entitled, “Stuff I Wrote from
My Heart” by Teyuna Trynea Darris, and it
consists of poems, on various subjects,
written by the author during her teenaged
years, and collected from her many
notebooks and journals, and appear in this
book by the date when each poem was
written. An ingénue is a French word for a
young, or unsophisticated woman. The word
also refers to a beginning female ballerina--all of which the author was as a teenager.
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From the Author
This book was written over the span of 15 years,
and is a reflection of what I call the “stuff” that
came from my heart. These are some of the
thoughts, feelings, ponderings, and other things
which were on my mind, and in my heart, at that
time, and which could go on in the mind and
heart of any person--- especially a teenager.
I hope that these poems will inspire people to be
thoughtful and appreciative--- and of course, to
live to their full potential.
As you read, “The Ingenue” you will notice
that each poem appears in a different font style
and slightly different font size. This is because
each poem has its own tone, meaning and
message, and I felt that the best way to present
each poem would be to give each one a unique
presentation.
I would really appreciate your feedback on these,
and all the poems I write. You can send me your
feedback via the Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram
@TDarris.
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Spring 2001

A Beautiful Day
No clouds,
No rain,
No storms today,
Just clear blue skies that light my eyes,
No bugs that fly
No pesky mosquitoes,
Just warm milk and pleasant sighs.
No: I won’t talk to hers,
Just apple pies,
No: I won’t see hers,
But butterflies,
Evening:
Evening skies fill my eyes with warm
thoughts and pleasures,
The clear blue skies that lit my eyes are
beautiful, darkened treasures,
The darkened skies have shown my eyes
that life has many wonders,
From the darkened skies to clear, blue skies,
A beautiful day is always!
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2002

If Were Equal
If we were equal,
Life would be,
As sweet as gumdrops,
Like you and me.
If we were equal,
We’d stand side by side.
Who’d dare care whose
Black or white?
There’d be a circle, a center,
With no points or ends.
There’d be love and friendship
And life with no end.
If we were equal,
I’d see you not.
But, in me you,
And in you me.
If we were equal.
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May 23 rd, 2002

“My Poetical Side”
I just thought I’d unleash:
My poetical side.
‘Cause in everyday life, I live to hide.
Need something of freedom:
From time to time
Need something of feeling:
TO kiss my prime, to hush my cries,
To love my eyes.
I just thought I’d show my virgin side:
All kiss and maude.
The unaduletered tide.
See, I don’t tend to fancy things:
Just those crystal, cloudless,
Truthly things.
But since this long time,
I thought I’d hush my mawky;
And stick to truth:
Not fraud and lofty.
See feelings of rue,
And silent ado.
This time, I’ll refine:
My poetical side.
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April 5, 2002

“With Time”
With time, I will heal
From frustrations and, and belief.
I’ll never need surrender of
My truths, nor beliefs.
In change, I’ll draw the chisel,
Rather the chisel draw me,
And my heart will flow freely.
It will beat once again.
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January 2003

“The Darkening Skies”
It’s just so boring to watch the clouds fade
away into the darkening skies. The milk
evaporates and the moon appears
But from where?
The glorious heavens that hold the cosmos?
With infinite galaxies and arrangeless
scru’inaltities
Seem an effortless charge.
Who says it’s boring to watch
created/divine laws?
Steady forming a cycle:
Its time prolonged in the stars
With such masterful brilliance;
The moon is an endless star,
That flows o’er the waters, and
creates the tides an endless ride
Taking its complexion from the skies and
Protected by the clouds.
The sky is good to me.
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“The Darkening Skies”

(cont.)

Who says it’s boring to kiss for milky
skies
And like the precious ride granted unto
us late at night?
It’s just sooo boring to sit inside as the milk
evaporates
An endless cry that spills moisture
Back into
The clouds for me.
And it’s sooo boring to watch the clouds
fade away
Into the
darkening skies,
‘Cause for the
while, I’ll have to
stand and wait:
For me.
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“The Darkening Skies”

(cont.)

I’ll have to stand and wait for me.
I’ll have to stand and wait for me.
I’ll have to stand and wait for me and wait.
‘Til the tides’ dressings are
in,
And I find clouds once
puffy again.
(I find stardom in the clouds.)
I find blessings in the moon
And priceless endeavors in the
clouds;
While the milk flows here in
time:
Evaporated once, and now, an endless cry.
I’d love to stand and wait for me.
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January 26 th, 2003

The Milky Way:
The Moon and the Stars
The stars are one big constellation,
And the constellations
Are formed in the stars.
The stars are one big constellation,
While the Milky Way gives love
To them all.
Really?
So, when the stars call on
A new constellation,
Will the Milky Way give form to it all?
And when the Moon
Asks for a constellation
Will the Moon enjoy it at all?
The stars and the planets don’t know,
While the Sun and the Moon ever glow.
Will the Milky Way love
Its (the Moon’s) emotion,
And bless these constellations with stars?
Will the Moon ever rest is emotion?
Its request for a constellation of stars?
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2003
“Pretty”
I know I’m not that pretty,
But I have a smile that glows.
I may not be that pretty,
But I know more than you’ll ever know.
I may have chubby face:
But I can warm you with my grace
And I may have height as coal,
But I have heart that always grows.
So, maybe will come the day when I
have perfect cheek bones.
But, until that day comes,
I’ll be pretty in my soul.
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circa 2003 – 2004

“My Life Writes the Rhyme of Me”
My life is a beat-ful melody,
Caressing the tones of me.
My life is a sleepless rhythm
That lives to shine:
Never depraved or divine,
But develops in time with me.
My life flows like the river,
Flows like the river
And flows like the life of me.
At times to fast, yet slow instead.
My life writes the rhyme of me.
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May 10th, 2004

“Never-ending”
What left is there to do when the wind
Completes its path
and the sun’s no longer
warming,
And the seas start to relax.
‘Round and ‘round the wind blows from
the far north to the sea.
The rivers keep on flowing , but
they collaborate with
the sea.
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“Never-ending”

(cont.)

Dogwoods and cedars, maples and seeds:
from the dust,
now to

the sun--That’s how all things come to be.
Rainbows come and go, like a mist you
cannot see.
And what of the grass and the greenness there
……..?

---All will fade away like me.

‘Round and ‘round the wind blows.
Ever blue is the sea.
Sprout, the tall linger’ glories,
But what of you is me?
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August 26th, 2004

I Thank You, Lord, I Thank You
Lord, thank You for my eyes to see,
For my ears to hear,
And for my voice to sing.
I thank You, Lord, for everything:
For every day I sing,
For every day I see,
For every day I hear,
And for every day I eat.
I thank you, Lord, for those great big tings
To the tiniest little one.
And for everyday
You awaken me
To see the morning sun
I thank You, Lord,
I thank You
For the stars that sine at night,
And for the moon that ever glows.
I thank you, Lord, for life.
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September 1st, 2004

“Leavin’ Sooner Than I Should”
Time slides by
With memories attached.
Souls once tied
Will soon see ties relax.
Moments large:
Add celebration---good.
My heart speak--I’m leavin’ sooner than I should.
Busy days
Turn into joyful intermission; Sentiments
grow--Reluctant to fade away.
Goodbye time--I’m leavin’ sooner than I should.
Seeds sprout--Setting humble attitudes,
Will those I knew Paint roses in the air?
Need to keep my sanity; Need to keep my
cool:
---I’m leavin’ school--I’m leavin’ sooner than I should.
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“Leavin’ Sooner Than I Should”

It was a fine time those days it was a
growing time.
Now I’ve got to grow today.
Gotta get to know--- today.
I’m gonna be leavin’!
Leavin’ sooner than I should.
So, I’m leavin’, leavin’, I’m leavin’
Yes, I’m leavin’, leavin’, I’m leavin’
Leavin’ sooner than I should.
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2005

Sugar Bowls
I may not have the biggest name in the world
Nor, the mostest and closest friends:
Popularity is hard work,
You’ll be beaten by the end.
I may not have the biggest diamonds,
Nor any diamonds at all.
But I’ve got a head on my shoulders
And a heart aimed for the Lord.
Sugar bowls are sweet,
‘Causin’ tooth-decay by ten;
While lemon drops and kiss drops
Lead you to sin.
Oh! Got a mind in this world
That no one can comprehend:
Makin’ love sounds sweet,
but I only need a friend.
Oh, time!
Oh, it’s time: my very worry in the world.
Time’s too fast, it’s slow instead:
It seems too hard for
A little girl.
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“Sugar Bowls”

(cont.)

Yes, it’s time, it’s time;
Time’s too fast in the world:
Tellin’ lies to get you by won’t grow y’up in the
world.
Cookies, cakes and candies feed the lust of the
eye;
While baked bread and brownies help give your
Arteries a tie.
Leave my butter in the shutter, I need long dates
and sighs.
Got long dreams of summer:
Hope I get there ‘fore the night.
Need no lemon-drops, brownies, cookies, cakes,
or kisses.
Just the Lord for the heading, and a friend that I
ain’t missin’.
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Spring 2005

When I Grow Up
Maybe I should really think on
what I want to be.
Should I be a stripping turtle,
or a pirate out to sea?
I really, really wonder,
on what I should come to be:
Should I be a great giraffe,
Or, a busy bumble bee?
Oh, it is I wonder,
I wonder what I should be:
A teacher or a principal
Or a singer who likes to sing?
Oh, what should I be?
What should I be?
What should I come to be?
A muse of words?
Or a friend of birds?
Or a fishy fisher?
Or a button-fixer?
What should I come to be?
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“”When I Grow Up”

I know!
Oh, when I come to be,
What I know that I should be,
I’ll fix every button,
and catch all the fish in the sea!
And when I come to be what I
Know I should come to be…
I’ll be a turtle and a pirate,
A great giraffe,
and a busy bumble bee!
I’ll be a teacher
And a principal,
And one who likes to sing!
And
And
And
And

a
a
a
a

muse of words,
friend of birds,
fishy-fisher,
button-fixer!

That’s what I’ll come to be!
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About the Author
Teyuna T. Darris began writing poetry at age 14
while sitting in the back of her sister’s car waiting
for her to get inside so they could go home. She
enjoys art of all kinds, and watching documentary
films. She dances, sings and writes in her free
time, and one day she hopes to become a college
professor. Teyuna started the GoodPoetry
Journal in 2011, where she regularly publishes her
own work, and the work of other poets.
In college, Teyuna studied communication, and
earned the B.A. from the University of Missouri in
St. Louis, and the M.A. from Webster University.
Teyuna lives in St. Louis, Missouri.
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Connect with Teyuna
Blog: www.thetdarrisblog.com
E-mail: tdarris@thetdarrisblog.com

Connect with GoodPoetry
Blog: www.GoodPoetry.org
E-mail: submitgoodpoetry@gmail.com
Find Teyuna T. Darris (@tdarris), and
GoodPoetry (@itsgoodpoetry and
@thegoodpoetry) on social media:
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